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Future quantum networks will require the ability to produce matter-photon entanglement at
photon frequencies not naturally emitted from the matter qubit. This allows for a hybrid network
architecture, where these photons can couple to other tools and quantum technologies useful for tasks
such as multiplexing, routing, and storage, but which operate at wavelengths different from that of
the matter qubit source, while also reducing network losses. Here, we demonstrate entanglement
between a trapped ion and a 780 nm photon, a wavelength which can interact with neutral-Rb-based
quantum networking devices. A single barium ion is used to produce 493 nm photons, entangled
with the ion, which are then frequency converted to 780 nm while preserving the entanglement. We
generate ion-photon entanglement with fidelities ≥ 0.93(2) and ≥ 0.84(2) for 493 nm and 780 nm
photons respectively with the fidelity drop arising predominantly from a reduction in the signal-noise
of our detectors at 780 nm compared with at 493 nm.

I. INTRODUCTION

Trapped ion systems are a leading platform in quan-
tum computing [1–4], simulation [5–8] and short-distance
(meter scale) quantum networking with both high rates
and high entanglement fidelities [9]. Trapped ion qubits
are easily entangled with flying qubits for networking [10]
and have demonstrated high fidelity single- and two-qubit
gates [11–13] combined with long trapping and coher-
ence lifetimes [14–16]. As quantum networking nodes,
barium ions, in particular, have advantageous proper-
ties that make them promising candidates with which to
build these systems, including high qubit state prepara-
tion and measurement fidelities [17], atomic transitions
easily accessible with visible laser frequencies [18], first-
order magnetic field insensitive qubits in both ground
states and metastable states [19] and the ability to im-
plement multi-qubit gate operations with extremely low
fundamental error rates over a wide range of laser fre-
quencies [20].

Entanglement distribution in practical large-scale
quantum networks will require both low-loss flying qubit
transmission as well as the combination and integration
of heterogeneous quantum systems, each with individ-
ual strengths, weaknesses, and unique uses. Quantum
frequency conversion (QFC) can be used to convert the
frequency of a photon entangled with a quantum system
to an optical frequency compatible with low loss fiber
transmission [21–26]. This frequency freedom also pro-
vides the ability to integrate photonic devices [27, 28],
and other, otherwise incompatible but useful classical
and quantum systems [29–32] into an improved hybrid
quantum network.

For the case of Ba+, QFC allows for hybrid network-
ing with neutral atom Rb systems [29, 30]. Yet, to be
useful for quantum networking, the frequency converted
photon must be shown to be entangled with the matter
qubit. Here, we use QFC to convert 493 nm photons

entangled with a single 138Ba+ ion to 780 nm, compati-
ble with neutral Rb systems, in a way that preserves the
polarization-based entanglement between the ion and the
photon [33]. We characterize the ion-photon entangle-
ment at both 493 nm and 780 nm, producing bounds on
the observed entanglement fidelity and measure the rate
of entangled photon production at both wavelengths.

II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental layout is outlined in Fig. 1. It con-
sists of four concatenated setups, connected via a series of
single-mode optical-fibers (SMF). A 138Ba+ ion produces
493-nm photons which are collected and coupled into a
single-mode optical fiber using a 0.6 numerical-aperture
(NA) lens system (Fig. 1(a)). Photons coupled into the
fiber are then either detected using a 493-nm polariza-
tion analyzer (Fig. 1(b)) or sent to a quantum frequency
converter (Fig. 1(c)). If sent to the converter, the 493-
nm photons are converted to 780-nm [21], coupled into
another SMF and detected via a 780-nm polarization an-
alyzer (Fig. 1(d)). For entanglement measurements, op-
erations on the ion are performed using a radio-frequency
field emitted from an antenna placed close to the ion, and
the measured ionic and photonic qubit states are used to
determine bounds on the entanglement fidelity.

A. Ion-Photon Entanglement Generation and

Photon Collection

To generate photons entangled with qubit states in
138Ba+, we follow the sequence outlined in Fig. 2 and
discussed in [34]. We optically pump the ion into the
∣

∣5D3/2,mj = +3/2
〉

edge state using an 8 µs exposure of

π-polarized 493-nm light along with π and σ+-polarized
650-nm light (Fig. 2(a)). A 1 µs exposure of π-polarized
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FIG. 1. Experimental Layout. a) A 138Ba+ ion produces 493-nm photons that are collected and coupled into a single mode
fiber (SMF) by a 0.6 numerical aperture (NA) objective. The photon collection axis is orthogonal to the magnetic field at
the ion. A radio-frequency (RF) antenna addresses the ion qubit based on photon measurements on avalanche photodiodes
(APD-1 and APD-2). b) Photon polarization measurements at 493 nm are carried out via a polarization analyzer consisting of
a quarter waveplate (QWP), half waveplate (HWP), and polarizing beamsplitter (PBS). A flipper mirror (FM) allows for the
analyzer to be bypassed with the photons instead sent to the frequency conversion setup. c) Frequency conversion is performed
using a waveguide written into Zn-doped periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (Zn:PPLN) at the center of two optical
loops. Dichroic mirrors (DM) allow for combination and splitting of the multiple colors used. A custom-coated PBS (CPBS)
and achromatic half waveplate (AHWP) operating at 493 nm and 780 nm enable these colors to share the same optical paths.
A band-pass filter (BPF) is used to remove the majority of the noise photons produced by the 1343-nm pump light. d) A
second polarization analyzer is used for 780-nm photonic qubit polarization measurements.

650-nm light is then used to ensure any residual pop-
ulation left in

∣

∣5D3/2,mj = ±1/2
〉

is removed, thereby
avoiding erroneous excitation in the next step (Fig. 2(b)).
A 200 ns pulse of σ−-polarized 650-nm light then excites
the ion to

∣

∣6P1/2,mj = +1/2
〉

, from where the ion can

spontaneously decay to
∣

∣6S1/2,mj = ±1/2
〉

, producing a
single 493-nm photon with a temporal probability distri-
bution related to the lifetime of the

∣

∣6P1/2,mj = +1/2
〉

state. A 10 µs period is then included after the 650-nm
excitation pulse to allow our control system to time-tag
(Fig. 1 a)) detected photons. We repeat this sequence in
500-attempt bursts, with each burst separated by 100 µs
of Doppler cooling using all polarizations of 650-nm and
614-nm light and π-polarized 493-nm light. The 614 nm
light is not shown in Fig. 2 for simplicity and is tuned to
a frequency which allows pumping of population in the
5D5/2 state to the 6P3/2 state from where the ion can
decay back into the 5D3/2 or 6P1/2 states.
Spontaneous emission of a 493-nm photon from the

∣

∣62P1/2,mj = +1/2
〉

state in the above sequence pro-
duces a polarization-based ion-photon entangled state
given by

|Ψ〉 =
√

2

3
|0〉

∣

∣σ+
〉

+

√

1

3
|1〉 |π〉 , (1)

where we label the
∣

∣62S1/2,mj = −1/2
〉

and
∣

∣62S1/2,mj = +1/2
〉

ion states as |0〉 and |1〉, re-
spectively. Taking into account the atomic radiation
pattern, and assuming photon collection directly perpen-
dicular to the quantization axis, defined by a 5.23 Gauss
magnetic field produced by two permanent magnets,
this entangled state reduces to

|Ψ〉 =
√

1

2
|0〉 |V 〉+

√

1

2
|1〉 |H〉 , (2)

with σ+-polarized and π-polarized photons projected to
two orthogonal linear polarizations, denoted here by V
and H [34, 35].
We collect photons produced by the ion using a 0.6

NA objective (Special Optics: PN 15920), as shown in
Fig. 1 (a). This objective focuses photons from the ion
directly into an anti-reflection-coated single-mode fiber
(Thorlabs: SM400). In free space, the large solid angle
of our photon collection would normally lead to signif-
icant and unavoidable polarization-based errors, as σ+

and π-polarized photons are no longer orthogonal [35].
However, when coupling the collected light into a single-
mode fiber, it has been shown that the non-orthogonal
polarization components are cancelled out at the expense
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of collection efficiency [9], making Eq. 2 accurate for our
system.
The long temporal length of the 650-nm σ− excita-

tion pulse (200 ns,) relative to the excited state lifetime
of the P1/2 manifold (≈ 10 ns), allows for multiple ex-
citations of the ion in the event of decay back to the
D3/2 manifold (≈ 25% probability). Decay to, and sub-

sequent excitation from, the
∣

∣52D3/2,mj = +1/2
〉

state

to the
∣

∣62P1/2,mj = −1/2
〉

state, can lead to sponta-
neous emission of a 493-nm photon that produces the
ion-photon entangled state of Eq. 2 with the photon po-
larization states swapped. This state is orthogonal to the
expected ion-photon entangled state, and will lead to a
reduction in the measured entanglement fidelity [34, 35].
To reduce the effect of errors due to these multiple ex-

citations, we implement a software gate on the detected
photon signal, referenced to the start of the 650-nm σ−

excitation pulse. We choose to only accept photon events
occurring in a 40 ns window at the beginning of the pho-
ton’s temporal profile, ignoring ≈ 17% of the photon de-
tection events which occur outside of this window. With
the majority of photons produced via multiple excitations
occurring towards the end of the photon’s temporal pro-
file (calculated via an optical Bloch equation model), this
40 ns software gate reduces the expected infidelity of the
ion-photon entangled state due to multiple excitations
from ≈ 9% to ≈ 2%.

B. Quantum Frequency Converter

A simplified schematic of the setup used to convert
the 493-nm photons emitted by the ion to 780-nm is
shown in Fig. 1 (c). A ridge waveguide in a Zinc-doped
periodically poled lithium niobate crystal (Zn:PPLN)
(NTT: WD-1344-000-A-C-C-TEC) facilitates difference
frequency generation of S-polarized photons from 493-nm
to 780-nm with the use of a high-intensity pump laser at
1343 nm [21, 29, 30]. As P-polarized photons are not
efficiently converted [36] by the Zn:PPLN, photons with
this polarization must be rotated before being coupled
into the waveguide.
To ensure the frequency conversion of both orthogo-

nal polarizations of the photons emitted from the ion we
place the Zn:PPLN waveguide at the center of two opti-
cal loops, each arranged in a Sagnac-interferometer-like
configuration [33]. In the first loop (left-most loop of
Fig. 1 (c), single photons at 493 nm are collimated out of
an SMF fiber and sent clockwise or anti-clockwise around
the loop by transmission through, or reflection off of, a
custom PBS (CPBS) operating at both 493 nm and 780
nm (Lambda Research Optics: BPB-10SF2-450-800). In
one direction of the loop, the 493-nm photons are ro-
tated by an achromatic half waveplate (AHWP) (Thor-
labs: AQWP05M-580) prior to entering the Zn:PPLN
waveguide such that the photons’ polarization is correct
for difference frequency generation inside the Zn:PPLN
waveguide. When travelling in the opposite direction of
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FIG. 2. Photon production and ion qubit control. a) The
ion is prepared into the

∣

∣5D3/2,mj = +1/2
〉

state. b) A
clean out pulse is used to remove any remaining population
in the

∣

∣5D3/2, mj = ±1/2
〉

states. c) The ion is excited to

the
∣

∣6P1/2, mj = +1/2
〉

state, from which a photon entangled
with the ion is emitted. d) If a photon is detected, coherent
ion-qubit operations are driven by an RF antenna tuned to
14.67 MHz. e) Ion-qubit state detection is performed via op-
tical shelving of the |0〉 state via the ∆m = 0 quadrupole
transition at 1762 nm.

this loop the photons pass through the AHWP after pass-
ing through the Zn:PPLN waveguide. In both loop direc-
tions these 493-nm photons are combined with 1343-nm
light at dichroic mirrors (Thorlabs: DMLP950) and are
coupled into the waveguide by an off-axis parabolic mir-
ror (Thorlabs: MPD00M9-P01, not shown). Once con-
verted to 780 nm, the photons are collimated by another
parabolic mirror at the Zn:PPLN wavguide exit, recom-
bined at the CPBS and then separated from pump and
noise photons with a dichroic mirror for output fiber cou-
pling. A 10 nm wide bandpass filter (Thorlabs: FBH780-
10), is included just before the output fiber to filter out
any pump light present as well as the majority of noise
photons produced through other nonlinear processes in-
volving the pump laser [37].
In the second (right-most of Fig. 1 (c)) loop, amplified

(MPB: RFA-P-5-1341-SF) 1343-nm pump light is split,
based on polarization at a PBS, and coupled into the
waveguide in the same manner as described above. A
half waveplate (HWP) before this PBS, combined with
control of the output power of the 1343-nm amplifier,
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allows for arbitrary control over the power sent in each
direction of the loop. This allows the conversion effi-
ciency of each direction of the loop to be independently
tuned and matched.
The input-fiber-to-output-fiber conversion efficiency of

the quantum frequency converter as a function of pump
power is shown in Fig. 3, for each polarization of input
493-nm light. We measure peak conversion efficiencies
of 37.9(9)% and 34.5(4)% for V and H polarizations, re-
spectively. The pump powers in each direction are set to
match the conversion efficiency for each polarization to
the minimum of these two values, at 34.5%. These power
settings are represented by the vertical dashed lines in
Fig. 3. At the operational conversion efficiency shown in
Fig. 3, we measure ≈ 200 counts/s noise on each detector
above their dark count level.
Using the described conversion scheme, the converted

780-nm photon should retain the same entanglement with
the ion as the 493-nm photon, given by Eq. 2, except
with the polarization state of the photon swapped from
H to V and vice-versa. This polarization swapping is
due to the AHWP (Fig. 1(c)) placed in the 493/780-
nm loop through which each polarization travels once. If
so desired a second HWP placed just before the 780-nm
fiber could be used to rotate the polarization back to the
original state.

FIG. 3. Single photon quantum frequency conversion efficien-
cies for each polarization, measured from the output of the
493-nm SMF fiber in Fig. 1 (c) to the output of the 780-nm
fiber in Fig. 1 (d). The horizontal dashed line represents the
conversion efficiency used in this experiment (34.5%). The
vertical red and blue lines represent the pump power needed
to reach this conversion efficiency for vertical and horizontal
input photon polarizations, respectively.

C. Qubit Measurement and Manipulation

Determination of the ion-photon entanglement fidelity
requires the ability to perform coherent operations on
both the trapped ion and photonic qubits, as well as make
measurements on both qubits in different bases. We per-

form basis rotations and measurements on the photonic
qubit at the polarization analyzers shown in Fig. 1, de-
pending on the color of the photon. We perform opera-
tions on the ion by directly driving coherent qubit tran-
sitions using radio-frequency (RF) pulses tuned to qubit
resonance. Operations on the ion must be carefully timed
relative to photon emission in order to ensure the proper
phase of these gates.

1. Polarization Analyzers

The polarization analyzers shown in Figs. 1(b) and
(d) consist of both a quarter waveplate (QWP) and
half waveplate (HWP), each mounted in a motorized
rotation mount (Thorlabs: DDR25) with rotation an-
gle controlled by our FPGA control system [38]. We
use a flipper mirror (FM) on the 493 nm polarization
analyzer (Fig. 1(b)) to selectively route 493-nm pho-
tons to measurement or to the frequency converter and
780-nm analyzer. The waveplates allow us to trans-
form any arbitrary photon polarization to a linear polar-
ization, enabling us to undo any polarization rotations
caused by birefringence present in the fiber(s) before
each analyzer. Polarization-based photon measurements
are then made by the polarizing beam splitter cube and
single photon detecting avalanche photodiodes (APD)
(PerkinElmer: SPCM-AQR-15-FC), allowing simultane-
ous measurement of both orthogonal photon polariza-
tions. This configuration allows for measurements in the
horizontal-vertical ({H,V }) and diagonal-anti-diagonal
({D,A}) photonic qubit bases, sufficient for determina-
tion of upper and lower bounds on the ion-photon entan-
glement fidelity [10, 39].

2. Ion Control and Timing

The radio-frequency (RF) pulses used for ion qubit
rotations are provided by the RF antenna shown in
Fig. 1(a). The RF signal, produced by a direct dig-
ital synthesizer (DDS) (AD9910) connected to the ex-
perimental control system [38], is set on resonance with
the ion qubit splitting at 14.67 MHz. We perform RF
rotations at a fixed time delay relative to the recorded
single photon detection time tags. Additionally, we use
these time tags to actively program the DDS such that
the phase of the applied RF is synchronous with the free
evolution of the ion qubit, with a controllable offset de-
pendent on the desired gate to be performed. Due to
the timing delay required to program the phase and fre-
quency of the DDS after photon detection (≈ 70µs), an
additional spin-echo pulse is applied to the ion as a part
of these operations to reduce ion-qubit dephasing effects
due to local magnetic field noise [40, 41]. This spin-echo
extends our qubit coherence time from ≈ 200 µs to ≈ 2
ms.
We perform state detection on the ion by optically
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shelving the |0〉 state to the
∣

∣D5/2,mj = −1/2
〉

state
using a quadrupole transition at 1762 nm (Fig. 2(e))
[42, 43]. This is then followed by 3 ms of fluorescence de-
tection on the ion using light at 493 nm and 650 nm. Af-
ter state detection, we illuminate the ion with laser light
at 614 nm to remove it from the

∣

∣D5/2,mj = −1/2
〉

state
and allow the photon production sequence to recom-
mence.

III. RESULTS

We can calculate a lower bound on the fidelity for our
ion-photon entangled state at 493-nm by calculating [10]

F493 ≥ 1

2
(ρH1,H1 + ρV 0,V 0 − 2

√
ρH0,H0ρV 1,V 1

+ρ̃H1,H1 + ρ̃V 0,V 0 − ρ̃H0,H0 − ρ̃V 1,V 1).
(3)

The matrix elements ργb,γb (where γ is the photon po-
larization and b is the ion state) are given by P(γ)P(b|γ),
where P(γ) is the total probability of detecting a photon
with polarization γ and P(b|γ) represents the conditional
probability of measuring the ion in state b given a mea-
surement of the photon’s polarization as γ. The matrix
elements ρ̃γb,γb are given with the same form but after a
rotation by a polar angle of π/2 on the Bloch sphere of
both the photon and ion qubits. In a similar manner, we
can also calculate an upper bound on the fidelity as [39]

F493 ≤ 1

2

(√
ρH1,H1 +

√
ρV 0,V 0

)2
. (4)

As described in Section II B, we measure the 780-nm
ion-photon entanglement with the horizontal and vertical
polarizations swapped compared with the 493-nm ion-
photon entanglement, such that a lower bound is given
by

F780 ≥ 1

2
(ρH0,H0 + ρV 1,V 1 − 2

√
ρH1,H1ρV 0,V 0

+ρ̃H0,H0 + ρ̃V 1,V 1 − ρ̃H1,H1 − ρ̃V 0,V 0),
(5)

and the upper bound is given by

F780 ≤ 1

2

(√
ρH0,H0 +

√
ρV 1,V 1

)2
. (6)

This choice is somewhat arbitrary in theory, as the half
waveplate in either polarization analyzer (Fig. 1(b) and
(d)) can be used to swap H ↔ V .

A. Entanglement Fidelity Measurements

We first perform calibrations of the 493-nm photonic
qubit measurement basis. This is performed by mea-
suring the conditional probabilities, P(b|γ), for varying

rotation-angles of both the quarter and half waveplates
in the 493-nm polarization analyzer (Fig. 1(b)). We op-
timize the quarter waveplate angle to provide the maxi-
mum ion-photon correlation visibility, |P(1|H)−P(1|V )|,
when scanning the half waveplate angle. The 493-nm ion-
photon correlations for this optimized quarter waveplate
angle are shown in Fig. 4 (a) as a function of the half-
waveplate angle. There are 500 detection events mea-
sured at each half-waveplate angle.

We then measure correlations between the ion and pho-
tonic qubit states following rotation of both qubits by π/2
on the Bloch sphere. With the quarter waveplate position
optimized as described above, we apply a π/2 rotation to
the photon polarization by setting the half waveplate to
an angle of 40◦ (Fig. 4 a)). We rotate the ion measure-
ment basis using a π/2 RF pulse with a set phase and
a fixed delay time relative to the photon detection time
tag. By scanning this phase, we scan the relative phase
of rotation of the ion versus that of the qubit, again mea-
suring correlations between the ion qubit state and the
polarization of the photon. This results in the rotated-
basis correlation fringes shown in Fig. 4 (b), with 500
events measured at each phase of the applied RF.

At the point of maximum visibility in the unrotated
basis, (105◦ in Fig. 4(a)), we measure P(H |1) = 1.00(1),
P(V |0) = 0.95(2), P(H |0) = 0.00(1), and P(V |1) =
0.05(2), as shown in Fig. 4 (c). Similarly, in the ro-

tated basis (Fig. 4 (b)), we measure P̃ (H |0) = 0.95(2),

P̃ (V |1) = 0.94(2), P̃ (H |1) = 0.05(2), and P̃ (V |0) =
0.06(2), at the point of maximum correlation (7π/10 ra-
dians). From these results, we use Eq. 3 and Eq. 4 to
calculate bounds on the ion-photon entanglement at 493
nm, 0.93(2) ≤ F493 ≤ 0.96(2).

After measurement of ion-photon entanglement at 493
nm, we set the flipper mirror in Fig. 1(b) to send the sin-
gle photons into the quantum frequency conversion setup
and 780 nm polarization analyzer. We use the same wave-
plate optimization procedure as described for the 493-nm
data to optimize the 780-nm quarter waveplate position
(Fig. 1(d)), resulting in the optimized 780-nm ion-photon
correlations shown in Fig. 5 (a). By setting the half wave-
plate to 100◦ and using the same π/2 RF pulse procedure
on the ion as described above, we measure correlations
in the rotated basis, the results of which are shown in
Fig. 5 (b). The results in each basis are taken using 500
photon detection events for each data point.

For the 780-nm data, we measure, at the point of max-
imum correlation (75◦ in Fig. 5 (a)), P(H |0) = 0.93(2),
P(V |1) = 0.95(2), P(H |1) = 0.07(2), and P(V |0) =
0.05(2) for the unrotated basis, shown in Fig. 5 (c). At
the point of maximum visibility in the rotated basis (π/2

radians in Fig. 5 (b)), we measure P̃ (H |1) = 0.91(2),

P̃ (V |0) = 0.89(2), P̃ (H |0) = 0.09(2), and P̃ (V |1) =
0.11(2), as represented by Fig. 5 (d). Using these val-
ues in Eq. 5 and Eq. 6, we find 0.84(2) ≤ F780 ≤ 0.94(2).
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a)

c)

P(1|H)

P(1|H)

P(1|V)

P(1|V)

d)

b)

FIG. 4. Ion-photon correlations at 493 nm. a) Calibration scans for the unrotated basis (z-basis) where the blue(red) data
represents the probability of detecting the ion in state |1〉 given that the photon is detected in state |H〉 (|V 〉) by APD-1(APD-2)
for a given position of the HWP in Fig. 1 b. b) Calibration scans for rotated basis (x-basis), obtained by setting the HWP
in Fig. 1 (b) to 40◦, and for a given phase of the π/2 pulse applied to the ion. c) Conditional measurement probabilities at
the point of maximum correlations (105◦) for the unrotated basis data in a). d) Conditional measurement probabilities at the
point of maximum correlations (7π/10 radians) for the rotated basis data in b). All error bars are statistical, with 500 photon
events for each data point.

B. Sources of Infidelity

The measured lower bound of the entanglement fidelity
for both photon wavelengths is well above the classical
limit of F > 0.5. The fidelity is reduced from unity at
both wavelengths by several experimental factors, sum-
marized in Table I. Common to both measurements is in-
fidelity caused by imperfect state detection (1.5%), pho-
ton production (1.5 − 2%), ion qubit rotation using the
RF signal (1%). The reduced fidelity at 780 nm, com-
pared to that at 493 nm, can be attributed to the two
following factors. First, a reduced signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR) at 780-nm (SNR ≈ 10) compared to that at 493-
nm (SNR ≈ 55) leading to infidelities in the entangled
state of 6% and 1.2% respectively. Second, an increase
in polarization rotation and measurement errors at 780
nm (causing ≈ 1−5% infidelity) compared to the 493 nm
measurement (causing ≈ 1−3% infidelity). The infidelity
caused by polarization rotation errors can be attributed
to drifts in fiber birefringence over the course of the ex-
periment(s) and from waveplate rotation errors causing
non-optimal calibration of the photon polarization ba-

sis measurement. Improvements in detector efficiency
(≈ 58% at 780 is used in this work with > 90% com-
mercially available), along with narrower noise filtering
of the DFG output can help to reduce errors by acting to
increase the SNR. The improved signal rates combined
with reduced noise rates will result is shorter experimen-
tal run times leading to less drift in fiber birefringence
over the experiment run-time and, therfore, higher mea-
sured ion-photon fidelity.

C. Entanglement Rates

In addition to the fidelity of the entanglement, we also
make measurements of the generation rate of the ob-
served ion-photon entanglement. By recording the num-
ber of experimental cycles between successive photon de-
tection events during data collection, we produce the his-
tograms shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, for the 493 nm and
780 nm data, respectively. Exponential distribution fits
to these data (dashed red lines) give an average of 350
photon production attempts between successful detection
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FIG. 5. Ion-photon correlations at 780 nm. a) Calibration scans for the unrotated basis (z-basis) where the blue(red) data
represents the probability of detecting the ion in state |1〉 given that the photon is detected in state |H〉 (|V 〉) by APD-1(APD-2)
for a given position of the HWP in Fig. 1 (b). b) Calibration scans for rotated basis (x-basis), obtained by setting the HWP in
Fig. 1 (b) to 100◦, and for a given phase of the π/2 pulse applied to the ion. c) Conditional measurement probabilities at the
point of maximum correlation (75◦) for the unrotated basis data in (a). d) Conditional measurement probabilities at the point
of maximum correlation (π/2 radians) for the rotated basis data in (b). All error bars are statistical, with 500 photon events
for each data point.

Entanglement Infidelity Entanglement Infidelity
Error Source 493 nm 780 nm

State Detection 1.5 1.5
Photon Production 1.5-2.0 1.5-2.0

Polarization Rotation and Measurement 1-3 1-5
Signal-to-Noise Ratio 1.2 6

RF Gate Errors and Qubit Decoherence 1 1
Sum of Infidelities 6.2-8.7 11 - 15.5

TABLE I. Summary of experimental imperfections and their contribution to the reduction in the measured fidelity at both 493
nm and 780 nm. Values are given in units of percent. The range of values given for certain values are a result of experimental
uncertainties or are due to observed drifts throughout the experimental runtime.

events at 493 nm (vertical line Fig. 6), with an average
of 1068 attempts between successful detection events at
780 nm (vertical line Fig. 7). With an photon attempt
repetition rate of ≈ 48 × 103 attempts/s this results in
an average ion-photon entanglement generation rate of
143 events/s at 493 nm and 47 events/s at 780 nm. This
entanglement rate at 780 nm is comparable with other
trapped ion systems using a single stage of quantum fre-
quency conversion [23].

These rates can be improved by reducing optical losses
between each of the concatenated setups (≈ 66% trans-
mission), increased photon detection efficiency (> 90%
is possible at both 493 nm and 780 nm compared to the
current values of ≈ 40% and ≈ 58%), and better opti-
mized fiber coupling using the 0.6 NA lens (currently ≈
38%). Additionally, an increase in photon attempt rate
would give the largest gains to entanglement rate. We are
currently limited by a required 10 µs delay every loop to
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FIG. 6. Histograms of photon production attempts between
successful detection at 493 nm, using 28500 total detection
events. The exponential fit (red dashed line) suggests a mean
(vertical line) of 350 attempts before a successful photon de-
tection. This corresponds to a entangled photon production
rate of 137 s−1 during the fast loop of the experiment.
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FIG. 7. Histograms of photon production attempts between
successful detection at 780 nm, using 20700 total detection
events. The exponential fit (red dashed line) suggests a mean
(vertical line) of 1068 attempts before a successful photon
detection. This corresponds to a entangled photon production
rate of 45 s−1 during the fast loop of the experiment.

allow the control system to read-in photon time-tags and
perform conditional logic to decide if a photon has been

detected or not [38]. This however, has been shown to be
performed in well under a microsecond with customized
hardware [9], which would immediately increase our pho-
ton production attempt rate by a factor of ≈ 2. A further
increase in repetition rate could be achieved through use
of a pulsed 493-nm laser, enabling faster state prepara-
tion and photon extraction in a manner similar to [9],
which could provide repetition rates approaching 1 MHz,
or a factor of≈ 20 improvement in entangled photon rate.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated the entanglement
of 780-nm photons with a trapped 138Ba+ ion, obtained
through polarization-preserving quantum frequency con-
version of the ion’s native 493 nm emission. The ion-
photon entanglement fidelity at 780 nm is bounded at
F ≥ 0.84(2), well above the classical limit of F ≥ 0.5,
and may further be improved through increased filtering
of noise produced in the quantum frequency process com-
bined with a reduction in fiber-based polarization drifts.
The demonstrated entanglement rate at 780 nm is com-
parable to similar trapped ion systems using quantum
frequency conversion [23], but may be improved by up
to a factor of ≈ 20 through improvements to our control
system and experimental apparatus. Nevertheless, the
demonstrated rates and fidelites can enable experimen-
tal investigations into hybrid quantum networks consist-
ing of both trapped Ba+ ions and neutral Rb atoms as
well as extending the networking range of Ba+ ions from
a few meters to a few kilometers. This could enable direct
entanglement between these two fundamentally different
platforms [30], as well as allow investigations into im-
proving trapped-ion-based quantum network using pho-
ton detection and storage techniques based on neutral
atom systems [44].
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